The ''3-color, 46-bead'' model of a folding polypeptide is the vehicle for adapting to proteins a mode of analysis used heretofore for atomic clusters, to relate the topography of the potential surface to the dynamics that lead to formation of selected structures. The analysis is based on sequences of stationary points-successive minima, joined by saddles-that rise monotonically in energy from basin bottoms. Like structure-seeking clusters, the potential surface of the model studied here is staircase-like, rather than sawtoothlike, with highly collective motions required for passage from one minimum to the next. The surface has several deep basins whose minima correspond to very similar structures, but which are separated by high energy barriers.
A challenge to chemical theory has been finding a way to infer from attainable data at the atomic level why some systems readily form glasses and others fall into very selective structures. It is possible to do this now for atomic clusters by examining sequences of linked stationary points on the potential surface, particularly sequences whose minima rise monotonically from the bottoms of basins on the surface (1) (2) (3) (4) . The signature of a glass-former seems to be a complex potential with a sawtooth topography-a potential whose successive minima differ little in energy, relative to the heights of the energy barriers that separate them. In contrast, the signature of a ''structure-seeker'' appears to be a complex potential with a staircase topography-a potential some of whose adjacent minima differ considerably in energy, relative to the energy barrier between them. The mechanistic difference between the two, at the atomic level, is that only a very few particles move when a glass-former passes from one local minimum to the next, whereas in a structure-seeker, many particles move in the well-to-well passages, and in some of these, the internal potential energy changes considerably. Examples of glass-formers are such rare-gas clusters as Ar 19 and Ar 55 (2, 3, 5) ; an example of a good structure-seeker is (KCl) 32 , which, when quenched (in molecular dynamics simulations) from liquid, finds one of its few hundred rocksalt structures rather than one of its (roughly) 10 13 amorphous structures (6) . Only if the cluster is quenched at a rate above 10 13 K͞s-i.e., if the energy is removed during only 5-10 vibrational periods-can this system be trapped in an amorphous structure (6, 7) .
Even as the results emerged for clusters, it was apparent that the same characteristics might govern the structure-seeking propensities of proteins and other biopolymers. The interatomic forces in proteins differ very much indeed from those between the atoms of clusters, but if the characterization is correct, that difference is irrelevant to the generic issue of why some species are good structure-seekers and others are good glass-formers. The crucial issue is the topography of the potential surface, not the microscopic origin of the forces that give rise to that topography. We therefore undertook an analysis of the topography of the potential surface of a simple prototype, a continuously movable, ''3-color, 46-bead'' model that had been developed and examined previously (8) (9) (10) (11) , which in turn is related to a lattice model (12, 13) . The present study has pursued the following questions. (i) To what extent is the topography of the potential surface of this system sawtooth-like or staircase-like, and to what extent is this answer consistent with the inference from clusters that the former is associated with few-particle motions in well-to-well passage and the latter, with highly collective motions? (ii) What is the large-scale basin structure of the potential landscape of this model system and to what structures do the basin minima correspond? (iii) How are the kinetics and mechanism of relaxation, folding, and interbasin passage related to the topography of the surface?
A fourth question looms ahead, but is not addressed here, except in speculations arising from the answers, such as they are now, to the first three: how is this model related to real proteins?
The force field and units we have used are almost the same as those of Thirumalai et al. (8) (9) (10) (11) . We did replace rigid bonds with stiff but harmonic, spring-like bonds. The model consists of hydrophilic beads (L), hydrophobic beads (B), and neutral beads (N). The sequence, in terms of these beads, is B 9 N 3 (LB) 4 N 3 B 9 N 3 (LB) 5 L, so there are four strands, two consisting of only hydrophobic beads and two of alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic beads. The strands are joined by short segments of neutral beads that accommodate the folding of the strands together because of their very low torsional forces. This object has, as its lowest-energy structure, a ␤-barrel in which the four strands are parallel (or antiparallel). The effects of an aqueous solvent are subsumed in the parameters of the model that put the hydrophilic beads on the outside of the outer chains in the low-energy structures. Temperature is meaningful only in terms of the units of , the well-depth parameter of the pair interactions, which has a value 0.01 eV or 121 K, in this model.
The terminology of the discussion is this paper is as in refs. 2 and 14: all local minima are merely called ''minima;'' stationary points on the barriers separating local minima are saddles. The lowest points in sequences of minima monotonic in energy are called ''basin bottoms,'' and the sets of such monotonic sequences that lead to the same basin bottom define basins on the potential surface. The saddles that link monotonic sequences in adjacent basins are called ''divides.'' The basin containing the global minimum is called the ''primary basin;'' a basin separated by one divide from the primary basin is a ''secondary basin,'' and so forth. Within the variety
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of basins we consider, some might be wide at high energies and either wide or very constricted at their bottoms. Hence we prefer to impose no prejudgment on the form of the topographies of the surfaces, and therefore, at least at this stage of the analysis, use the more general term ''basin'' rather than ''funnel,'' which carries a vivid pictorial implication (see refs. 15 and 16).
We located minima and saddles largely by a variant of the conjugate peak refinement method (17) and the ridge method (18) supplemented with eigenvector-following (19) (20) (21) as implemented in the program OPTIM (22) , and with the slowestslides method (23) . We also used molecular dynamics simulations, both to help us find interwell saddles and interbasin divides and to study the dynamics of relaxation and folding in this system. The dynamics calculations used the velocity Verlet algorithm. The density of locally stable states was computed by the binning method applied previously to the (KCl) 32 cluster (6) . The logarithm, ln[G(E)], of this density rises linearly with energy from zero at the global minimum up to a rounded peak at 38, at a value of approximately 35 , where is the energy parameter in the model (8) (9) (10) (11) . At higher energies, the density of stable states drops; the states in the high-energy range are not simply the highly extended states. There are many contorted but locally stable forms, some with energies well above the energies of the most extended structures.
The collectivity index developed by Wales et al. (22) from the normed quartic moment of Stillinger and Weber (24) shows the effective number of particles moving when the system passes from one minimum to the next in a sequence. Several monotonic sequences connected to the global minimum structure are shown in Fig. 1a ; Fig. 1b shows sequences to another minimum. Collectivity indices are given for each step of one of the sequences in each panel. This figure makes it evident that the topography of this surface is indeed staircase-like, and that the motions are highly collective. In short, this simplified protein model fits unambiguously into the pattern associated with structure-seekers, consistent with the strong folding tendency the model was constructed to have (8) (9) (10) . This is the first point we wish to make, and is the one with the most general implications regarding structure-seeking species: that they appear to be characterized by staircase topographies and highly collective motions in their well-to-well passages.
Next, we turn to the second question. It was known that this model has at least eight somewhat similar barrel structures (8-11), in addition to and different from those that involve only small rearrangements of the flexible regions of the global minimum structure. We have explored the topography associated with these structures in some detail to determine energy barriers between the lower-lying basin bottoms. Fig. 2 shows the global minimum structure and two other similar structures with their energies, and typical sequences of minima that link them. At first glance, these may appear extremely like one another, as their energies might suggest. However close examination reveals certain important differences. In the global minimum structure as displayed, the first bead, no. 1, is in the same horizontal plane as beads 21, 23, and 45. In the structure with energy Ϫ0.5344 eV, bead 1 is coplanar with beads 21-24 and 45. That is, these two structures differ by a half-cycle, in the relative positions of the two purely hydrophobic chains containing beads 1 and 24. The structure with energy Ϫ0.5350 eV has beads 1, 20, 24, and 44 coplanar, so that its mixed hydrophobe-hydrophil chains are shifted a half-cycle relative to the first two structures. Likewise, another deep minimum and basis bottom is the structure not shown here, in which beads 1 and 25 are matched, corresponding to a full cycle shift from the global minimum structure. Fig. 2 also shows structures and energies at divides that separate the basins of these structures. We can only say that these are the lowest-energy divides that we have found and hence are upper limits to the activation energies for basin crossing. On surfaces of the complexity of these, it would be a considerable task to determine with certainty the pathway of lowest energy between basin bottoms. Even finding the minimum-energy path between adjacent minima is nontrivial in spaces of high dimensionality (132 independent variables in this instance), and the number of possible paths must be very high indeed. Nonetheless, to find alternatives to the saddle structures shown in Fig. 2 , we have tried starting the system along several possible mechanistic paths, such as introducing a kink that might propagate along a chain. No such alternative yielded any divide with an energy as low as those shown. Unless there are divides much lower than any we have found by any of the methods we have used, we can say that the energies of the interbasin divides separating the low-lying structures are very high, much higher than typical saddles between adjacent wells on this surface. A model protein must surmount a rather rough, high hill, climbing several steep faces along the way, to pass from one of those structures to another.
The ''mechanisms''-i.e., lowest-energy pathways-we have found for the interbasin pathways have an elegant simplicity. (We reiterate that these need not be the lowest-energy pathways for the system; they are only the lowest we have found.) In the examples shown in Fig. 2 , one strand of hydrophobes rotates, screw-like, through approximately 180°as it moves a half-cycle along the other chain of hydrophobes. The "side" views of the structures in Fig. 2 give an indication of how this happens. It is probably easier to infer the precise pathway from the "end-on" views of Fig. 2 , where the hydrophobic chains are clearly approximately aligned with their long axes nearly parallel but with a relative azimuthal angle of about 90°in the saddle structures but a relative azimuth of 0°in the low-energy structures. Animations of these motions are available on the World Wide Web at the URL Ͻhttp:͞͞rainbow.uchicago.edu͞ ϳ nelmaciϾ. One can think of these processes as collective edge-crossing processes. The topographical analyses derived by locating sequences of minima and saddles suggest, and isothermal Molecular Dynamics simulations of the dynamics of relaxation confirm, that the energy scale of configurations of this polymer model may be divided roughly into four regions. The structures corresponding to deep local minima (with E Ͻ Ϫ0.50 eV), are generated mainly by two types of distortions of the global minimum structure (E ϭ Ϫ0.536 eV). The first, associated with low activation energy, involves deformations of the bending (neutral) regions of the chain. These lie deep in the primary basin of the global minimum structure. The structures of the second type are those barrels described previously that, relative to the global minimum, require translational shifts of different strands of the folded polymer. These structures, separated from the global minimum by high potential barriers, are linked dynamically with the global minimum and with each other by rotation-translation rearrangements of the kind mentioned above. We have been unable to find any evidence in the Molecular Dynamics simulations for propagation of a ''kink,'' or for any simple sliding or reptation of one part of the chain along another. Next in energy (Ϫ0.50 Ͻ E Ͻ Ϫ0.25 eV) are configurations generated by changes of dihedral angles within either a hydrophobic or an alternating hydrophobe-hydrophil chain, that bends one of the chains of the folded polymer into a short hairpin or into a partially ''disordered'' (''glassy'' or ''melted'') kernel. Configurations at still higher energy (Ϫ0.25 Ͻ E Ͻ Ϫ0.10 eV) exhibit partial unfolding; typically the unfolding starts by separation, almost tearing off, the ''38-46'' mixed hydrophobe-hydrophil tail from the rest of the barrel. Almost totally unfolded configurations have energies above Ϫ0.1 eV. In contrast to the situation with clusters, the density of locally stable states of polymers (barring dissociation) has at least two local minima: one, as in clusters, for the global minimum, and at least one other at quite high energy, where the structures are mostly extended. (The most stretched structure of this model is not the locally stable structure of highest energy.) For that reason it is improbable to find the polymer in highly extended configurations even at rather high temperatures.
Now we turn to the third question, the dynamics and relaxation. We have simulated the isothermal structural relaxation of vibrationally cold polymers (with mean kinetic energies corresponding to temperatures Ͻ 70 K for bead masses of 40 atomic units) that have, initially, configurationally hot, unfolded structures (with typical configuration energies 0.0-0.3 eV). During the relaxation the polymer collapses very rapidly (t Ͻ 10 Ϫ10 sec or Ͻ 20,000 time steps) to one of the partly folded configurations with a distorted hydrophobic kernel (E Ϸ Ϫ0.2 to Ϫ0.3 eV). After this first stage, if the vibrational temperature is low (Ͻ30 K), the system may stay trapped at this configuration (Fig. 3a, T ϭ 15 ). As this figure shows, at higher temperatures (30 Ͻ T Ͻ 40 K), the polymer continues, but much slower, equilibrating thermally as it goes, along its way downhill to more stable and more ordered structures whose energies are approximately Ϫ0.40 to Ϫ0.47 eV; some of these have one misfolded chain, and others, a deformed kernel. So long as the temperature is below about 50 K, the system, starting from a high-energy structure, is very unlikely to find the global minimum or any other of the deep structures with energies below about Ϫ0.51 eV. The thermal equilibration suggests that linear, Markovian master equations with rate coefficients based on standard, thermalized kinetic models are likely to be adequate to describe the kinetics of folding (2, 4, 14, 25, 26) . Temperatures between about 50 and 55 K are the most favorable for relaxing to the global minimum ( Fig. 3b shows a trajectory for 55 K); even so, most examples visit many structures at higher energies, within the interval of 1-2 ϫ 10 6 time steps interval of these simulations. At slightly higher temperatures (Ͼ55 K) the entropy contribution to the free energy changes the state occupancies in favor of metastable configurations with E Ϸ Ϫ0.45eV; at these temperatures, the polymer occasionally visits but never stays at or near the global minimum. The history for 62 K in Fig. 3b illustrates this behavior. Thus for this type of isothermal relaxation there appears to be only a rather narrow ''temperature window'' for optimal isothermal relaxation to the global minimum.
A much easier, more forgiving way to induce the system to relax to the global minimum is to apply a gradual decrease of temperature-i.e., to carry out an annealing process-so that the temperature remains high enough in the middle of relaxation to prevent trapping at intermediate configurations, and then low enough at the end to make the global minimum heavily populated. However, even this is not sufficient to bring all the systems of an ensemble based on this 46-bead model to the global minimum and remain there. We have simulated annealing from a high temperature of Ϸ55 K to low final temperatures between 12 and 25 K, thus far only with cooling schedules linear over 500,000 time-step intervals. The system seems almost always to find its way to one or another of the deep, ␤-barrel basin bottoms, but only about as often to the global minimum as to one or another of the other deep minima. This is consistent with the notion that a system that has started its way down a staircase potential into a deep basin is very likely to progress all the way to the bottom of that basin. One such history for 53 to 18 K is included in Fig. 3b ; three more that reach the bottoms of different basins are shown in Fig. 3c . Many other possibilities occur. In one annealing run from a very high initial energy, the system ended in a basin with energy of approximately Ϫ0.46 eV with only 3.5 ''properly'' folded chains and one hydrophobe-hydrophil chain bent 180°a t its midpoint. These observations bring us to a set of inferences, I-i-I-v, and to a set of questions, Q-i-Q-v. The inferences are as follows. (I-i) The readiness of this model to fold into its ␤-barrel arises from the same considerations that make some clusters efficient structure-seekers-i.e., that the topography of the potential surface is staircase-like. (I-ii) That, again like clusters, the microscopic origin of the staircase topography is the highly collective character of the well-to-well steps. (I-iii) The topography of the potential surface of this system is analogous to a high, rolling plane with at least eight large craters that drop precipitously from that plane, each with a few stable local minima in its bottom. (I-iv) any system that finds its way over the rim of a crater drops into that crater and makes its way to the structures in the vicinity of the basin bottom, unless the temperature is high enough to allow the system eventually to climb back out. (I-v) Corresponding to the large perimeters of the crater rims, the polymers may start their way down a crater in many different ways-i.e., by nucleating in many different ways, again analogous to the behavior of structure-seeking clusters.
Some of the questions raised by these results are the following. (Q-i) Can one estimate the hyper-lengths of the perimeter rims and infer from them the likelihood that the system will fold into each particular structure as a result of its relaxation? Can we replace the unrealistic odds of the Levinthal paradox with numbers that reflect the likelihood of a system finding a jumping-off point for entering a particular crater and, thereby, almost inevitably reaching the structure corresponding to the bottom of that crater? (Q-ii) Do any real polypeptides behave at all like this model, in the sense of having several similar, low-lying structures separated by high barriers, and, if so, may two or more of these play similar active Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94 (1997) functional roles in vivo? (Q-iii) Are real proteins similar to this model with respect to the narrowness of the temperature window in which the system can find its way to a native structure? (Q-iv) If their potential surfaces do have such multiple basins, do real polypeptides pass from one basin to another by the screw-like motion exhibited by this model? Or do side chains complicate the potential surfaces so much that the simplicity of this motion is lost-or even that the multiplicity of similar deep minima is lost? Because the bonds to the side chains in ␤-sheets lie out of and roughly perpendicular to the planes of the sheets, the side chains may well not affect the stable structures very much, but may greatly change the reaction paths linking different basins (27) . (Q-v) Can master equations based on statistical samples of sequences of linked minima and saddles give reliable representations of the kinetics of the folding process, analogous to the way such equations can represent the kinetics of (at least small) clusters (4)? Answering these questions will, we hope, help provide a clearer understanding of how biopolymers and other complex systems find their ways to their function-specific structures.
